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Abstract

This paper presents the operation of the register file in the Multiscalar architecture. The register file provides the appearance of a logically centralized register file, yet is implemented as physically decentralized register files, queues, and control logic in a Multiscalar processor. We address the key issues of storage, communication, and synchronization required for a successful design and discuss the complications that arise in the face of speculation. In particular, the hardware required to implement the register file is detailed, and software support to streamline the operation of the register file is described. Illustrative examples detailing important aspects of the operation of the register file and an evaluation of its effectiveness are provided.

1 Introduction

The Multiscalar architecture is a novel architecture for exploiting instruction-level parallelism (ILP) [1] [2] that speculatively executes multiple operations in parallel, yet provides the semblance of sequential execution. An implementation of this architecture, a Multiscalar processor, is a collection of execution engines which share a common register namespace. Each execution engine, called a stage, views the register namespace as a logically centralized register file, though it is actually comprised of physically decentralized register files, queues, and control logic. This approach to the design of the register file allows the processor to exploit communication locality within a single stage and to recover the precise architectural state among multiple stages in an efficient manner.

A successful design of such a register file must provide correct and efficient mechanisms to address the key issues of storage, communication, and synchronization. The storage mechanism must provide a means to bind register values to storage and to distinguish between multiple values created for the same register. The communication mechanism must be able to identify the correct value for a register and to deliver this value to the appropriate storage. The synchronization mechanism must coordinate the concurrent production and consumption of values bound to registers. Each of the issues is relatively straightforward in normal execution, but becomes complex in the presence of unconstrained speculation.

The remainder of this paper focuses on the precise details of how the register file in a Multiscalar processor manages the issues identified above. Section 2 provides background information on the Multiscalar architecture. Section 3 describes the basic function of the register file and the interaction of its components. In Section 4, we explain the role the compiler may play to support the operation of the register file. Section 5 provides examples to illustrate the working of the register file. Section 6 provides an evaluation of the register file. Section 7 offers a summary of this work.

2 Multiscalar Execution Model

To support the Multiscalar execution model, the stages of a Multiscalar processor are organized in the form of a circular queue (see Figure 1). The processing element of each stage executes, in either sequential or parallel fashion, the instructions within a subgraph of the control flow graph of the program, called a task. (Herein, we do not detail how tasks are selected in a program, as a proper treatment of the subject is beyond the scope of this paper.) Intra-task communication is localized within the stage. Inter-task communication is structured to proceed in one direction (from predecessor to successor stages) around the circular queue via point-to-point connections between stages. The control flow order of the active tasks in execution on the stages, from least to most recent in the dynamic instruction sequence, is maintained by means of head and tail pointers to the circular queue. All control and data dependences between tasks are enforced via hardware mechanisms to guarantee correct behavior.

Each cycle that an idle (i.e. not in execution) stage is available, a speculation (control flow prediction) is made to invoke the next task in a connected dynamic sequence of tasks. The speculated task represents the continuation of the most recent task, and as such, it executes on the stage which is the immediate successor to the last stage invoked, indicated by the tail pointer. Upon a successful invocation,
the tail pointer is advanced to the next stage to activate the new task (and busy the stage). A stage executes the instructions that comprise its task until the task is complete.

A stage that has completed its task is ready to update the processor state to reflect the effects of the task; that is, to commit the instructions of the task. However, all stages except the head are in execution via a chain of unverified speculations (control flow to the next task is not resolved until the last dynamic instruction of a task). For this reason, only the task at the head is able to commit its instructions. Upon a successful commit, the head pointer is advanced to the next stage to end the task (and idle the stage). In the event an incorrect execution (due to speculation) is detected, all stages between the point of the incorrect execution and the tail are recovered in what is known as a squash.

A squash recovers the correct state of the stages involved in the incorrect execution in a manner that is transparent to the program in progress. In the cycle following the detection of the erroneous execution, all stages between the point of detection and the tail are marked as squashed, and the tail is adjusted to resume invocation at the point of detection.

To illustrate the execution model, consider Figure 2 which shows basic Multiscalar operation on a 4-stage processor. Relevant portions of the control flow graph of a sample program are provided, with each task represented by a lettered box. Task A is followed by either task B or task C, each of which is followed by task D. Task D either loops back to itself, or proceeds to some other portion of the program. Assume prior to the code fragment shown, registers r2 and r3 were created by some task. Register r1 is created in task A, neither created nor used in tasks B or C, and used in task D. Register r2 is used and created in task B or task C and subsequently used in task D. Register r3 is neither created nor used in tasks A, B, or C, but is used in task D.

To begin execution, task A is invoked on stage 0. A speculation is made that task B will be executed, hence it is invoked on stage 1. As the only successor to task B, task D is invoked on stage 2. A speculation is made that control will loop back and execute task D again, so another instance of task D is invoked on stage 3. At this point, all stages are active and busy executing instructions from their respective tasks. During execution, it is detected that an earlier speculation incorrectly invoked task B. Accordingly, stages 1, 2, and 3 are squashed, and the correct task, task C, is invoked on stage 1. As the only successor to task C, task D is invoked on stage 2, while task A is committed at the same time. Again, the loop back is speculated, and another instance of task D is invoked on stage 3.

As execution unfolds with tasks A, B, D, and D in stages 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively, stage 0 creates a value for register r1. This value must be propagated to stages 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that all stages have the latest (and correct) value for register r1. Likewise, stage 1 creates a value for register r2 which must be propagated to stages 2 and 3. At the point task B is squashed, the former value of register r2 must be recovered in stage 1. In addition, stages 2 and 3 must recognize that the value of register r2 that propagated is not correct and that tasks in execution on these stages must not use the incorrect value of register r2. The value of register r1 created and propagated by stage 0, however, can be used in stages 2 and 3, as it is indeed a correct value. Since none of the active tasks create a value for register r3, the value propagated to all stages is correct.

In the following section, Section 3, we show how the basic functionality of a logically centralized register file can be implemented as a physically decentralized collection of register files, queues, and control logic. In Section 4, we show how the compiler may be involved in the operation of the register file by providing information that is readily available from a simple analysis of the program control flow graph.

### 3 Distributed Register File Structure

#### 3.1 Basic Organization

The basic components of the register file in a Multiscalar processor are a modified register storage, a register queue, and a collection of register control bit masks connected to a pipeline core (see Figure 3). The register storage serves as a repository for register values. It is comprised of two register banks to maintain past register state (of the execution of predecessor tasks) and present register state (of the execution of the current task). The queue serves as the mechanism for communication and harbors register values whose communication to successor tasks is imminent. The register control is responsible for coordination of communication and synchronization. It performs this function via simple logical operations on a collection of bit masks: create mask, accum mask, recv mask, sent mask, recover mask, and squash mask (the following subsections illustrate the use of these masks).
3.2 Storage

A register may be updated with a value from a predecessor task or a value from the current task. Conceptually, only a single set of register storage is required per stage, as the value produced by the current task logically replaces the value produced by the predecessor task. The nature of speculation is such that incorrect execution can occur at any time in any active stage except the head. Hence, it must be possible to recover at any time correct values for a stage whose register file is updated with incorrect values. The recovery may be performed by having unaffected stages propagate the correct register values to the squashed stages. Unfortunately, a naive approach to this solution contains several pitfalls. If it is not possible to rely on squashed stages to supply the precise identity of the registers to be recovered, the unaffected stages must by default send all registers. As squashes need not be rare, the register communication bandwidth required in this case is prohibitive. Indeed, it may be possible to rely on the squashed stages to identify the registers to be recovered. However, bidirectional communication between stages is required instead of unidirectional communication, which complicates the overall control structure.

A solution to the performance and complexity problems caused by one register set is to have two register sets, a past register set and a present register set. The past register set contains register values that have been created by predecessor tasks, and the present register set provides working storage for the register values of the current task. Logically, each register set has its own distinct storage; one bank of registers is the storage of the past set, and one bank of registers is the storage of the present set. Physically, if the past and present sets are separated into disjoint register banks, an expensive copy operation (of present to past) is required each time a task is committed. To avoid this multiple register copy operation, we maintain a collection of pointers using additional control bits to provide the illusion of two distinct past and present register banks, somewhat similar to approaches proposed to implement boosting [3] and precise interrupts [4].

The control bits consist of two bit masks, the past mask and the present mask. The physical registers are divided into two banks, bank 0 and bank 1. The bit corresponding to register $r_i$ in the past or present mask determines the physical bank which contains the corresponding instance of register $r_i$. At the time a task is invoked, the past and present masks are identical. As the current task executes, the past and present masks are inspected and manipulated to coordinate register accesses. A register read inspects the present mask to access the appropriate register bank. A register write inspects the past mask (and chooses the other bank) to access the appropriate register bank and updates the present mask to reflect the bank which contains the present value of the register. In this way, register values from the past and present are kept distinct. At the time a task is committed, the past mask is updated with the present mask. In the event a task is squashed, the present mask is updated with the past mask, effectively discarding the (incorrect) present registers and retaining the (correct) past registers.

3.3 Communication

As a task executes, it produces register values. The create mask of a task identifies all registers for which values may be created by the execution of a task. Some of the register values need to be forwarded to succeeding tasks (and stages). In particular, the last instruction that writes into a register which is live outside the current task needs to propagate the register value. This approach requires an indication of which instruction is the last one to update a register in a task. (An earlier instruction, for example any instruction that writes a register specified in the create mask, could also forward a register value, but this increases the chances of a later task being squashed from the use of an incorrect register value.) Nonetheless, the last instruction in a task to update a register can be determined in a straightforward manner from the control flow graph, as is discussed in Section 4. (If no indication is available regarding when a register value should be propagated, the task must wait until the end of its execution to propagate the values of registers specified in the create mask.)

The register values in flight pass between stages via queues. As a value propagates, it is written into the past register set.
of the current stage and is propagated to the next stage as determined by the task in execution. The passage of registers between stages is recorded on the **recv mask** and the **sent mask** of a task. The appropriate bit in the recv mask is set to indicate that the register has been received by the current stage; the appropriate bit in the sent mask is set to indicate that the register has been sent to the next stage. A register value need not be propagated by a stage if the task in execution creates another instance of the same register. As per sequential execution semantics, the more recent value is the one that is to be used by successor stages. If the passage of a register is not blocked by a stage, it propagates around the ring until it reaches the stage that created it. Nevertheless, a register value can only propagate among the active stages in the processor, which implies that register values must wait at the tail (until such time as the tail advances). Accordingly, each register value propagates at most once around the ring, although most register values propagate far less, depending upon the characteristics of the tasks [5].

### 3.4 Synchronization

To provide synchronization between tasks, the control in each stage must identify if and when the correct register values for an instruction to execute are available. In particular, the control must (i) recognize what register values are produced by all predecessor tasks, (ii) determine if these register values are still in flight, and (iii) wait until such time as these register values are received.

The create mask of a task is not sufficient to coordinate the production and consumption of register values among all (possibly non-adjacent) tasks. As a task may require register values from any one of its predecessors, only the combined create masks of all predecessors supplies the required information. This amalgam of create masks is assembled into the *accum mask* (or cumulative create mask) of a task. The accum mask is provided to a task being invoked by its immediate predecessor. To assemble the accum mask (for the next task invoked), a stage performs the bitwise OR of the accum mask and the create mask of the current task. The accum mask synchronizes the consumption of registers in the current task with the production of registers in the predecessor tasks. Of the registers indicated on the accum mask, any that have not yet been received (indicated by the recv mask), are busy. A read of a busy register may require a stall in the stage; a write of a busy register never stalls, as it produces, rather than consumes a register value.

An important consideration with regard to the mechanism defined above is that it provides a means to set bits in the accum mask, but no means to clear bits in the accum mask. In short order, all bits of the accum mask would become set. As such, any task invoked would expect to wait in all cases for all registers. To deliver the desired semantics of this strategy, any bit of the accum mask that corresponds to a register instance that has made a complete cycle back to its creator must be cleared at the next task invocation. In order to provide this functionality, each bit of the accum mask must be tagged with its corresponding creator stage. The drawback of such an approach is that \( \log_2(n) \), where \( n \) is the number of stages, times as many bits are required to represent the accum mask, and hence must be communicated between stages at task invocation. An alternative to this technique is to produce the accum mask by combining create masks unchecked in the hardware, but relying on the compiler to explicitly remove dead registers via a *kill mask* for each task. (This alternative is under investigation.)

### 3.5 Recovery from Incorrect Execution

In the event of incorrect execution due to speculation, a mechanism must be in place to recover the proper register state in each stage. In the most basic terms, any register which has been created in a stage that is a part of the incorrect execution must be recovered. The recovery actions are simple for incorrect register values that have been contained within a stage; the two bank register storage allows all incorrect registers to be discarded from the present storage with the past storage preserving the correct values. As might be expected, the recovery actions are more complex for incorrect register values that have been propagated from a stage (to other stages). In any event, the goal is to recover the minimal amount of register state to afford correct execution.

The difficulty that arises in recovery is not identifying which registers must be recovered; rather, it is discovering precisely which successor stages have been modified by incorrect register values. Without analyzing the aggregate register state information from all stages at the same time, optimal recovery is not possible. In general, though, correct recovery does not require this level of detail. Instead, recovery can be performed, not all at once, but distributed over time, as each squashed stage is invoked again. To approach the problem, it is necessary to identify the extent of the incorrect execution. The extent may be broken down into what stages have been affected and into what registers within stages have been affected.

The affected stages are those stages from the point of the squash to the tail. The stage at the point of the squash and the stage at the tail are recorded in the prediction hardware as the *squash head* and *squash tail* respectively. The actual
head remains as it is, and the actual tail is changed to the stage at the point of the squash (as this stage is where task invocation resumes). Thus, the stages between the squash head and the squash tail are to be recovered. No other stages participate in recovery because no other stages could have been affected by the incorrect execution.

The determination of which registers to recover can be made via simple logical operations on the register control bit masks. For each squashed stage, all registers which have been produced and propagated from the corresponding task are placed on a recover mask. That is, the recover mask indicates the registers for which the stage must propagate correct values to replace the incorrect ones. The stage assumes the role of creator for each register to ensure that all stages see the corrective update. A squash mask is provided to synchronize the recovered values. The squash mask is the combined recover masks of all predecessor stages involved in the recovery process (the analog to the accum mask for the create masks).

The squash mask is transferred along with the accum mask to each stage that invokes a task in the midst of an outstanding squash. As each squashed stage is invoked again, it receives a squash mask from its immediate predecessor stage and removes any registers in the squash mask from its recv mask. To assemble the squash mask (for the next stage to be invoked again), the stage produces a recover mask (of its prior incorrect execution) and performs the bitwise OR of the squash mask and this recover mask. The registers in the squash mask of the product are removed from the sent mask of the stage. The earlier difficulty with respect to a means to set bits, but no means to clear bits, is not an issue for the squash mask because its scope is confined to the stages between the squash head and squash tail.

In the event another squash occurs before an outstanding squash has been entirely recovered, it is not the case that the recovery information for the new squash is stacked upon the recovery information for prior (possibly multiple) outstanding squashes. Such an approach may require the assemblage of an unbounded quantity of state. Instead, the recovery information for the new squash is integrated directly into the recovery information for the prior outstanding squashes. Any registers which have been recovered need not be recovered again, unless required by the new squash and are added to the existing recover mask.

4 Compiler Support

To improve the efficiency of the register file, the compiler may be of assistance by providing information that would otherwise not be available (delaying register file actions) or otherwise have to be computed at run-time (complicating register file design). We limit the discussion of compiler support in this paper to (i) a determination of which register values a task may produce (that is, the create mask) and (ii) an indication of which instructions are the last updates of the registers. This information is readily available from a simple analysis of the control flow graph.

If a single path of control is maintained throughout a task, the analysis to be performed is straightforward. The create mask is determined by noting the destination registers of all instructions within the task. The create mask can be opti-
appropriate points in the code where it is known that a particular register value cannot be created by any subsequent execution of the task (because execution has proceeded down a path that cannot create the register value), even though the create masks indicate that the task might create the value. The execution of the release instruction causes the propagation of the specified registers. Thereby, successor tasks which might be waiting on the released register value are able to proceed without further delay.

A task that contains a procedure call requires special handling. The compiler may conservatively assume that all registers are created, causing increase in the register traffic. Alternatively, the compiler may compute the exact create mask; requiring inter-procedural dependence analysis. Fortunately, most compilers (including the Multiscalar compiler) follow caller/callee save conventions for procedure calls. This practice motivates a simple, yet effective, solution. The register values that are created inside the procedure are not live after the procedure call returns. The only exception to this rule are values returned in a register and global variables allocated to a register. The create mask would necessarily include any values returned and any global variables modified by the callee procedure.

Figure 4 shows three examples of forwards and releases. In the figure, only the last update of a value down a path is a forward, other updates are indicated as define. The release indicates the affected values. All the variables are assumed to be register allocated.

The first example shows forwards and releases in the presence of acyclic control flow in the task. If cond1 is true, then z and y are forwarded by the instructions that compute them. Since z is not defined down this path, it is released. The same actions are taken if cond2 is true. Note that the earlier define of x (if cond1 is false) does not forward it. If cond2 is false, then the instruction that computes z forwards it, and z and y are released. Since w is independent of control flow, it is always forwarded.

The second example shows a task which contains an entire loop. All iterations of the loop are performed within the task. The registers that are created in the loop can only be forwarded/released when the loop is exited. This behavior is manifest because a guarantee of no more defines of the registers can be given only at the exit points of the loop. In the example, there are two exit points from the loop, the loop condition (c || l2) being found false or the break being executed. All of z, y, z and c are defined in the loop. If the loop is exited via the break, then z is forwarded, and x, y and c are released. If the loop is exited due to the fall through of the loop, then all are released. Note that since the two exit paths merge, the hardware may encounter releases for the registers, even though it had already forwarded/released them in the break. In this case, the redundant releases are ignored.

The third example shows a task which contains a procedure call. That is, all the instructions of foo are performed within the task. Assuming no global register allocation in the procedure foo, the return value, z, is released after the call returns. All the registers created within the procedure foo are completely “hidden” from other tasks because they are neither included in the create mask of the task nor forwarded/released from within foo.

5 Working Examples

Herein, we provide two examples to illustrate some of the basic concepts of the register file. The examples show the behavior of the register file in the case of normal and squash situations. The normal situation example (see Figure 5) walks through the synchronization and communication of registers among the stages in a 4-stage Multiscalar processor. The squash situation example (see Figure 6) shows the process of recovery unfold following a squash in a 4-stage Multiscalar processor.

In the normal situation example, we show the execution of a sequence of tasks with the accompanying manipulation of the control bit masks that orchestrate synchronization and communication among the stages. The sequence begins as stage 0 invokes the prologue of the loop, continues as stages 1 and 2 each invoke a body of the loop, and ends as stage 3 invokes the epilogue of the loop. Note that the < > following an instruction indicates that the instruction forwards its result. In addition to following the sequence of instructions for each stage, we have supplemented the control information with some additional bit masks to improve the navigability of the register state for the reader. The supplemental bit masks are a busy mask to identify registers on which the task must wait, a forward mask to indicate registers that have been forwarded by the task, and a release mask to show registers that have been released by the task. (The supplemental bit masks are not part of the actual register control.)

For this example, we have assumed perfect prediction of the loop. In addition, we make use of the ability of the compiler to use a register as a local temporary by not including it in the create mask (in the case of r1). It should be noted that this example is not a cycle-by-cycle record of events. Instead, it only provides enough detail to follow the general operation of the synchronization and communication mechanism. Notice that once it has been determined that a register is to be forwarded or released, it is propagated at the next available opportunity. In a situation where multiple registers are ready, we employ the heuristic of giving priority to a register created within the stage over a register created from a previous stage. Observe that the loop constant (size in r3) is simply passed through the stages, as it is not on the loop body create mask. The loop induction variable (s in r2) is created and propagated for each stage, whereas the loop dependent variable (val in r1) is created and propagated for stage 1, but passed for stage 2.

In the squash situation example, we show the execution of a sequence of tasks which results in a squash and follow the subsequent recovery. We employ the same format as the previous example to assist the reader in following the progression of events. Although this example is similar to the previous one, it does not have the benefit of perfect prediction of the loop. The sequence begins as stage 0 invokes the prologue of the loop and continues as stages 1, 2, and 3 each invoke a body of the loop. However, in this instance, the loop ought to have executed only once. Hence, a squash occurs at stage 2. Observe that all stages from the stage at the point of the squash to the stage at the tail must take recovery action, as indicated by the squash head and squash tail.

The recovery begins as stage 2 is invoked again with a
new task. Notice that the loop induction variable (s in r2) is placed in the recover mask since it was created and propagated during the prior incorrect execution; the register is removed from the sent mask because its earlier propagation was incorrect. The recovery continues as stage 3 is invoked again with a new task. Although the loop induction variable was created during the prior incorrect execution, the value was not propagated (as seen from the sent mask), so the register is not added to the recover mask. Nevertheless, the register is on the squash mask provided by stage 2, so it is removed from the recv mask and returned to the busy mask to ensure that stage 3 waits until the correct register value is propagated.
6 Evaluation

All of the results in this paper have been collected on a simulator that faithfully represents the Multiscalar architecture. The simulator accepts annotated big endian MIPS instruction set binaries (without architected delay slots of any kind) produced by the Multiscalar compiler, a modified version of GCC 2.5.8. In order to provide results which accurately reflect reality, the simulator performs all of the operations of a Multiscalar processor and executes all of the program code except system calls on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

6.1 Machine Model

The machine model that we consider in this paper is based on the organization in Figure 1. We have limited the evaluation to 4-stage and 8-stage Multiscalar processors of this organization. Each stage has been fixed in the configuration of 16 kbytes of direct mapped instruction cache in 64 byte blocks and 3 kbytes of direct mapped task cache in 48 byte blocks (each block is a task header consisting of the target addresses, the return addresses, and the create mask of some task). A full crossbar interconnects the stages to twice as many banks of interleaved data cache. Each bank has been fixed in the configuration of 8 kbytes of direct mapped data cache in 64 byte blocks and 256 address resolution entries [1] (which constitutes a total data cache of 64 kbytes and 128 kbytes for 4-stage and 8-stage processors respectively). The control flow prediction has been fixed in a PAs configuration [7] with 4 targets per prediction and 6 outcome histories. The prediction storage is composed of a first level history table that contains 64 entries of 12 bits each (2 bits for each out-
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Figure 6: Recovery following a squash.
come due to 4 targets) and second level pattern tables that contain 4096 entries of 3 bits each (1 bit target taken/not taken and 2 bits target number). The control flow prediction is supplemented by a 16 entry return address stack.

The processing element of the machine model is a traditional 5 stage pipeline (IF/ID/EX/MEM/WB) with 1-way issue that drains between task invocations. The pipeline stalls on all WAW hazards and on any RAW hazards that cannot be handled via bypassing. Any instruction discontinuity (procedure call, taken branch, jump, etc) incurs an unschedulable 1 cycle instruction refill penalty. Instruction cache hits require 1 cycle to return 4 words. Data cache hits require 2 cycles to return 1 word (2 load delay slots). Any read access that misses in the instruction or data cache stalls the entire pipeline at the point of the access. Any write access that misses in the (write allocate) data cache is handled in the background. All memory requests are handled by a single 4 word memory bus that queues in FIFO order. Each memory access requires a 10 cycle access latency for the first 4 words and 1 cycle for each additional 4 words. Arithmetic instructions are serviced by pipelined functional units, one for integer computation and one for floating point computation, with the latencies indicated in Table 1.

### Table 1: Instruction latencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>add/sub</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sp add/sub</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shift/logic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sp mult</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiply</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>sp divide</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divide</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>dp add/sub</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory load</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>dp mult</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory store</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>dp divide</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Useful Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eqntott</td>
<td>1338.8 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espresso</td>
<td>733.5 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmp</td>
<td>1.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wc</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomcatv</td>
<td>2111.2 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Useful Instructions Per Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqntott</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espresso</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmp</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wc</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomcatv</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) on 4-stage processor for 1 and 2 cycle latency with 1, 2, and \( \infty \) bandwidth.

### 6.3 Results

One measure of execution performance is the number of useful instructions completed per cycle, or IPC. In these simulations, useful instructions are all instructions executed, except release instructions inserted by the compiler (the release instructions still consume execution cycles, but are not included in the dynamic instruction counts). The results for instructions per cycle are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 for a 4-stage and a 8-stage Multiscalar processor respectively. The cycle counts for a particular run may be computed by dividing the instruction count in Table 2 by the IPC value for the corresponding benchmark. (For example, eqntott on a 4-stage processor with 1 register bandwidth and 1 cycle latency runs for \( 1338.8 \text{ M} \) \text{insts}/1.85 \text{ insts per cycle} = 723.7 \text{M cycles}).

To evaluate the effect of the register file on performance, we vary the register communication bandwidth and latency. We compare configurations for communication bandwidth between adjacent stages of 1 and 2 registers per cycle to an ideal configuration of infinite registers per cycle. We consider pipelined communication latencies between adjacent stages of 1 and 2 cycles respectively.

The instructions per cycle figures shown are somewhat pessimistic due to the non-aggressive processing element design under consideration. At present, within a stage we employ only 1-way issue and force the pipeline to drain between task invocations to simplify simulation. In addition all cache misses and data hazards incur stall cycles. Any instruction discontinuity (procedure call, taken branch, etc) incurs a 1 cycle pipeline refill stall.

In this context, the results indicate that a modest communication bandwidth between adjacent stages of 1 register per cycle performs nearly as well as infinite communication bandwidth. Likewise, the small increase in communication latency between adjacent stages from 1 to 2 cycles has only a small effect on performance in terms of instructions per
to prevent the propagation of dead registers from a task.

7 Summary

This paper described the register file in a Multiscalar processor. As this component of the architecture is the primary focus of all inter-instruction communication, its proper organization is a critical issue to avoid a potential performance impasse. We addressed the key issues of storage, communication, and synchronization that are central to a successful design and discussed the complications that arise in the presence of speculation. We provided details of the hardware required to implement the register file, and discussed how software may assist in streamlining the operation of the register file. We evaluated the register file in terms of the overall execution performance and considered the utilization of several configurations on a number of benchmarks. The results indicate that the performance of modest configurations rivals that of ideal configurations. In this ongoing research, we continue to pursue hardware and software alternatives to further improve performance.
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